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Victoria’s computer game companies provide highly
skilled jobs and generate valuable export revenue.

They also support the growth of related sectors,
including animation, sound production, online
education, multimedia authoring and visual content
creation.

Our computer game companies give us a stake in
the broader interactive entertainment industry, which
is already emerging as a driving force in the 21st
century economy. Most importantly, the cutting-edge
nature of the Victorian computer game industry
means that it is driving innovation across the entire
information and communication technology (ICT)
sector — a key strategic advantage for this State.

The Victorian Government has been quick to
recognise the quality and potential of our computer
game companies.

We have been actively championing the industry
since releasing the Game Plan policy in November
2000. That groundbreaking policy document — the

first of its kind in Australia — was followed up with
Game Plan: The Next Level in November 2001. This
follow-up plan included new initiatives to fuel
momentum in the games sector.

Game Plan: Game On is the Victorian Government’s
latest strategy for the computer game industry, and
reflects our ongoing commitment to the sector.

Game Plan: Game On reports on our achievements
to date and offers a blueprint for further action.

Our priorities in all three Game Plan strategies are to
improve infrastructure, grow local businesses and
develop skills.

Game Plan: Game On acknowledges Victoria’s
strengths — our skilled and adaptable workforce,
robust economy, innovative culture and outstanding
record in ICT.

It also highlights our world-class infrastructure,
competitive salaries, high levels of Internet
connectivity, and sustained creativity in animation,
film, television, multimedia, music, design and the
traditional arts.

These assets make Victoria a fertile environment for
game development, and a global centre of
excellence for the computer game industry.

Marsha Thomson MP
Minister for Information and Communication
Technology
February 2003

Minister’s Message
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Game Plan 
November 2000

Improving Infrastructure

� Examined the feasibility of providing software
development kits to local companies.

� Assisted local industry players to develop a
business plan for a computer games incubator.

� Worked with the Commonwealth and others to
improve the computer game industry’s access to
bandwidth.

Growing Local Businesses

� Secured the Australian Game Developers’
Conference for Melbourne for three years from
2000 to 2002.

� Supported the growth of the Game Developers’
Association of Australia (GDAA) in Victoria.

� Expanded the Trade Fairs and Missions Program
to give computer game companies more
opportunities.

� Improved communication and networking
between the venture capital and computer game
industries.

Developing Skills

� Worked with the industry and the education
sector to develop curriculum for the computer
game sector.

� Promoted careers in the computer game industry
in the $1 million New Realities campaign to raise
awareness of ICT careers among young people.
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Game Plan Achievements
Game Plan: The Next Level
November 2001

� Provided $250,000 to give local companies
access to Sony PlayStation 2 software
development kits. 

� Provided $50,000 to complete a business plan
for a computer games incubator.

� Increased the bandwidth available to companies
in Victoria through our own network and by
taking Victoria’s case to the Commonwealth and
private sector providers.

� Studied the feasibility of industry establishing a
motion-capture facility in Melbourne.

� Provided $40 million to build a state-of-the-art
film and television studio at Melbourne
Docklands.

� Provided sponsorship to the Australian Game
Developers Conference in Melbourne.

� Provided $150,000 to establish the Game
Developers’ Association of Australia’s national
headquarters in Victoria.

� Recommitted to the Trade Fairs and Missions
Program with an emphasis on key computer
game industry events.

� Increased dialogue between venture capital
providers and the computer game industry.

� Supported the creation of local computer game
content.

� Continued to develop curriculum for the
computer game sector by networking with the
industry and the education sector.

� Continued the Government’s commitment to
New Realities, with special emphasis on the
needs of the computer game industry.



Game Plan: Game On
February 2003

� Work with the GDAA to investigate the possibility of extending the console developer kit program to
include developer kits for other next-generation game consoles, including the Microsoft Xbox.

� Explore options for establishing an Australian Games Innovation Centre in Melbourne, bringing together
a games incubator, industry associations and game companies.

� Explore with industry the options outlined in the motion capture feasibility study prepared under Game
Plan: The Next Level.

� Work with other jurisdictions to establish a consistent classification system for all media. 

� Secure the Australian Game Developers’ Conference for Victoria for a further three years (2003–05).
� Work with the GDAA and the Commonwealth to establish a national presence at events such as the

Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) in Los Angeles and the Game Developers Conference (GDC) in
San Jose.

� Work with the GDAA to encourage and target investment for game development in Victoria, particularly
with a view to creating new intellectual property.

� Provide up to $375,000 over two years for the creation of local computer game content through Film
Victoria’s Digital Media Fund.

� Encourage the Interactive Entertainment Association of Australia to establish its national headquarters
in Victoria.

� Seek to improve access to international market intelligence for local game companies.

� Explore options for creating professional development and industry placement opportunities for teachers
and trainers involved in computer game development courses.

� Work with the Australian Centre for the Moving Image to:
� promote computer game skills
� showcase innovation in interactive entertainment.

� Work with the State Library of Victoria to develop closer ties between the library and the computer game
industry by:
� giving computer games a prominent place in the library’s Experimedia technology space
� exploring the possibility of licensing content in the library’s collections to game developers
� establishing a permanent collection of Victorian game-related material within the library.

New Game Plan Commitments
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The computer game industry is worth US$30 billion a
year worldwide, and computer hardware and
entertainment software sales are worth $800 million
in Australia annually. Victoria’s share of that revenue
has grown substantially over the past two years as
Victoria has become the dominant player in the
Australian computer game development industry. 

Victoria’s leadership in computer games dates back
to the early 1980s when Alfred Milgrom’s Beam
Software released The Hobbit — a game that has
since passed into legend. Beam built on this initial
success to become the first publicly listed game
company on the Australian Stock Exchange — and
the first to establish an international presence. 

Given the quality of our game developers, animators
and creative programmers, the relatively low cost of
game production in Victoria and the depth of
Government and community support for the industry,
there is no better place in Australia — or in the Asia-
Pacific — to make computer games.

That view is shared by global entertainment software
publishers and distributors such as Acclaim
Entertainment (USA), which has established its

South-East Asian headquarters in Melbourne.
Acclaim’s search for a suitable location left the
company in no doubt that Melbourne is the region’s
computer game capital, as measured by the number
of companies active in the industry and the depth of
the local talent pool.

That Melbourne is the region’s computer game
capital is also the view of Infogrames (France), one of
the top independent game publishing and
development houses in the world. Infogrames’
international president Bruno Bonnell has identified
Victoria as one of three leading centres of computer
game development in the world. Infogrames
acquired the games publishing and development
resources of Melbourne’s Beam International in
1999. It is expanding the original Beam team of 100
professionals to 250 with a view to consolidating the
company’s position in the Asia-Pacific. 

Other multinationals represented in Victoria include
THQ (which also has its regional headquarters here),
Electronic Arts and Nintendo.
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A World of Opportunity

Infogrames Melbourne House
Men in Black II

“When we decided to extend our development
capacity to Asia, placing the regional headquarters
in Melbourne was not a difficult decision to make.
The culture of our company is imagination and
passion, and that is to be seen here. Of all our
locations, Melbourne is one of the best, if not the
best.”

Bruno Bonnell, International President,
Infogrames



The Victorian ICT sector enjoys strong State
Government support. 

The Government’s ambitions for the sector are set
out in a comprehensive industry plan, Growing
Tomorrow’s Industries Today (November 2001). 

The plan aims to lift Victorian ICT industry exports to
$1.5 billion a year over the next decade by focusing
on the most innovative, export-focused and value-
adding sectors of the Victorian technology industry
— telecommunications, creative content
development, interactive applications and specialist
ICT manufacturing.

The Victorian ICT sector as a whole employs over
60,000 people and has an annual turnover of over
$19 billion. It exports $950 million worth of goods
and services each year and spends $632 million on
R&D. Victoria accounts for one-third of the Australian
ICT industry.

ICT companies in Victoria benefit from the presence
of more than 15 high-tech incubators, eight world-
class universities and a critical mass of companies
offering complementary services and enabling

technologies. Victoria produces more computing, IT
and engineering graduates than any Australian State. 

Victoria’s computer game industry is integral to the
wider State economy, providing tangible benefits to
sectors including retail and distribution, the arts and
creative industries and the broader ICT industry. 

The creative content industry includes game
development, new media and multimedia; film,
television, video and post-production; and digital
design. 

Given the pace of digitisation and platform
convergence, it makes sense to consider these sectors
together — the traditional distinctions between different
kinds of content have all but evaporated. 

One effect of this has been to make the creative
content market more competitive. Another has been
to dramatically expand the potential audience for any
given piece of content — the same great creative
idea might give rise to a game, a movie, a music CD,
a website, a comic book for younger readers, a novel
for older readers and a television series.

For further information on Growing Tomorrow’s
Industries Today, visit www.mmv.vic.gov.au/industry.

Growing Tomorrow’s Industries Today
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Act 3 Animation 
Cut scene for Starship Troopers 

“Victoria is equal to the best the US, Japan and
Europe have to offer when it comes to cutting-edge
game development. There are many reasons for
this, but the quality, availability and reliability of the
State’s technology and education infrastructure is
critical — and each new initiative that consolidates
Victoria’s position as a centre of excellence in the
field makes that infrastructure even stronger.”

Adam Lancman, Managing Director and CEO,
Infogrames Melbourne House



Hundreds of games have been developed in Victoria,
many of them international hits. Games and game
products that Victorian companies have created or
collaborated on include:

� Act 3 Animation — Starship Troopers: Terran
Ascendancy • Jurassic Park: Project Genesis •
Kevin Sheedy’s AFL Coach 2002 • AFL Live 2003

� Beam Software — The Hobbit • Krush, Kill and
Destroy (KKND) 1 & 2 • Cricket 96 • Cricket 97 •
Dethkarz • GP500 • NBA Full Court Press

� Blue Tongue Software — AFL Finals Fever •
Riding Star: The Ultimate Horse Adventure •
Starship Troopers: Terran Ascendancy • Jurassic
Park: Project Genesis

� Bullant Studios — Legend Has It • Alien
Abduction • QuickSticks • Tick Tock Boom •
AutoDestruct

� C4 — Reach for the Stars • Warlords Battlecry •
Godzilla: Monster Wars • Peter Pan: Return to
Neverland

� Famous 3D — facial animation software

� Fantastic Interactive — Pro Golf • America’s
Toughest 18

� Firelight Technologies — FMOD audio engine

� Infinite Interactive — Warlord 1, 2 & 3 • Warlord
Battlecry I & II

� Infogrames Melbourne House — Looney Tunes
Space Race • Le Mans 24 Hours • Grand Prix
Challenge • Men in Black 2: Alien Escape

� IR Gurus — Equestriad 2001 • Mary King’s
Riding Star • Heath Ryan’s Riding Star •
Willowbrook Stables • Saddle Club • Hay Bale
Shootout • Barnyard Bowling • Kevin Sheedy’s
AFL Coach 2002 • AFL Live 2003

� MediaNet Productions — Melodie Mars

� ndWare — Nick Toons Racing

� Nocturnal Entertainment Australia — Catapult

� Primal Clarity Productions — Kanonball

� Real Time Studios — Battle Zone II • Dark Reign
II • The Settlers IV • Krush, Kill and Destroy
(KKND) 1 & 2 • Warlords Battlecry I & II

� Tantalus Interactive — Manx TT • House of the
Dead • South Park Rally • Mary Kate & Ashley’s
Winning Circle • ATV Quad Power Racing • Woody
Woodpecker in Crazy Castle 5 • Top Gear Rally

� That Game — ThatChess • ThatBaseball •
ThatStars

� Torus Games — Carmageddon: TDR 2000 •
Jackie Chan Adventures • Spiderman 2: The
Sinister Six • Planet of the Apes • Devlin Knight,
Star Ranger • Duke Nukem Advance • Minority
Report

� Wicked Witch Software — Mary-Kate and
Ashley Crush Course • Aliens Thanatos
Encounter • Roswell Conspiracies

Victorian companies have also created some of the
world’s best game hardware, including:

� Complay — Firefly (games controller)

� Ferraro Design — The Claw (games controller)

� Hyper Stimulator — racing car simulators

� Xenon Systems — high-end workstations.
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Made in Victoria

Ferraro Design
Claw



Victoria’s Computer Game Industry
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� Victoria is home to more than 50 per cent of
Australia’s game development industry.

� A thriving cluster of local game companies has
emerged in Victoria, including Bullant Studios,
Blue Tongue Software, Infogrames Melbourne
House, IR Gurus, Tantalus Interactive and Torus
Games.

� More than 200 games developed in Victoria have
been sold globally.

� The Australian Game Developers Conference has
been held in Melbourne from 2000 to 2002, and
has been secured for another three years.

� The world’s second largest computer game
company — Infogrames of France — has its
Asian regional headquarters for development and
publishing in Melbourne.

� US publisher Acclaim Entertainment has its Asia-
Pacific headquarters in Melbourne.

� US publisher THQ has its Asia-Pacific regional
headquarters for development, publishing and
distribution in Melbourne.

� Electronic Arts (USA) has distribution, sales and
marketing operations in Victoria.

� Nintendo Australia (Japan) has distribution, sales
and marketing operations in Victoria.

Blue Tongue Software
Jurassic Park demonstrated at E3

“Torus started with four staff in 1994 and now we are one of the largest independent games companies in
Australia. Our success locally and in the international arena shows what home-grown Victorian talent and
technology can achieve. We owe no small measure of our success to the partnership that has been built up
between the games sector and the Victorian Government — on education, on industry strategy, on business
development and more. With both sides as committed as ever to innovation through cooperation, there is
nothing we can’t achieve.”

Bill McIntosh, Managing Director, Torus Games



The computer game industry does not exist in a
vacuum — the whole community benefits from the
jobs and wealth it generates. Accordingly, the
Victorian Government will support the industry by
helping computer game developers access the tools
and resources they need — especially tools that will
enable them to create new intellectual property.

Sony PlayStation 2 Development
Kit Program
Game Plan recognised that as the personal
computer market matured, the growth opportunities
offered by the game console market would become
increasingly important to developers. The most
popular consoles are the Sony PlayStation 2,
Microsoft Xbox and Nintendo GameCube.

However, the development kits needed to write
games for these consoles are expensive (up to
$25,000), making it difficult for Victorian companies
— particularly smaller firms — to enter the industry.

The Government’s answer — which took concrete
shape in Game Plan: The Next Level — is a
$250,000 program to make Sony PlayStation 2
developer kits and operating software available at no
cost to approved companies. 

The program is being administered by the Victorian
Branch of the Game Developers’ Association of
Australia and funded by the Victorian Government.
This is the first time Sony has allowed an industry
association to manage access to its developer kits.

Both established firms and start-ups headquartered
in Victoria are eligible to take part in the program,
which places equal emphasis on disseminating
PlayStation 2 know-how and getting new titles
published. Affordable access to the kits will give
recipients a significant competitive edge.

All Victorian game development companies with
three or more employees were invited to apply for
developer kits in August 2002. The applications were
assessed by an independent industry panel and the
first successful applicants were announced in
October. They were Bullant Studios, Hemicube,
Lucid Software, Tantalus Interactive and That Game.

These companies will have free use of the kits for an
initial six-month period. During that time, startups are
expected to produce a technology demonstration
showing they have mastered the skills required to
develop games for the PlayStation 2. 

Established firms are expected to come up with a
working game concept they can show potential
publishers with a view to securing funding for further
development.

A peer review committee has been established and
mentors appointed to monitor each project and
ensure the kits are being used effectively.

Under Game Plan: Game On, the Victorian
Government will work with the GDAA to explore
the possibility of extending support to Victorian
developers for other next-generation game
consoles. Preliminary discussions have already
taken place with Microsoft in relation to Xbox
development kits.

Why PlayStation 2?
The PlayStation 2 is the dominant console platform
by a considerable margin, with an installed base of
40 million units worldwide, including 11 million in the
US and half a million in Australia.
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Cocoon Game Development Studio
In Game Plan, the Government undertook to help the
industry prepare a business plan for a computer
games incubator to help fledgling game developers
transform their ideas into marketable products. The
incubator could offer management, legal, accounting
and other professional support and house specialist
equipment, such as sound-editing suites and
graphics studios.

A consortium of Victorian game industry
professionals led by Deacons Corporate Consulting
was established to develop the business plan for the
incubator. The task was divided into four phases: 

1. scoping and allocating resources

2. studying the feasibility of an incubator, preparing
a business plan, and designing operating
structures

3. raising private sector funding for the incubator

4. establishing and operating the incubator.

The Victoria Government has allocated $50,000 to
complete the feasibility study and business plan.

During 2002, the incubator team registered the
Cocoon Game Development Studio name
(www.cocoonstudios.com.au) and started building
partnerships across industry.

Innovation Centre Supports Games
Game developers can also take advantage of the
Centre for Innovation and Technology
Commercialisation at 257 Collins Street in
Melbourne. The centre, which opened in October
2001, is part of the Victorian Government’s
$20 million Technology Commercialisation Program.
The innovation centre includes a public exhibition
space called innovation@257. One of the first major
shows at the space was a history of computer game
development in Victoria.

Improving Bandwidth
Both Game Plan and Game Plan: The Next Level
recognised the importance of accessible, affordable
bandwidth to game developers — and to all Victorian
companies, especially those in rural and regional areas. 

Communications network traffic is doubling every 9
to 12 months, mainly due to the Internet. Catering for
this burgeoning demand requires low-cost, high-
reliability and low-maintenance infrastructure that will
support broadband communications into the future.

Bandwidth is just as important to game consumers
as it is to game producers. Online games — which
involve competing against other players across
networks — are rapidly emerging as the next big
thing, especially in the console market. 

This is clearly evident in the United States, where: 

� Sony released its network adaptor for the
PlayStation 2 in August 2002

� Sega (now a software company) shipped the first
online-enabled game for Nintendo’s GameCube
in October

� Microsoft launched its Xbox Live broadband
service to support multiplayer Xbox games on the
Internet in November.

The growth of the domestic computer game market —
and the local companies that serve it — will increasingly
depend on our ability to provide the bandwidth needed
to play games online. At the same time, online games
will help create a market for new network technologies
such as broadband and third-generation mobile. The
computer game industry will both drive and benefit from
the development of these technologies.

Telecommunications regulation is a Commonwealth
responsibility. The Victorian Government is working
with the Commonwealth and the private sector to
help the computer game industry get the bandwidth
it needs.
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Multiplayer Games Take Off
Massively multiplayer online games (MMOG) have
huge followings. MMOGs have persistent game
worlds and allow huge number of players to play the
same game at the same time over the Internet.
Ultima Online was launched in 1997 and now has
225,000 subscribers. Everquest, launched in 1999,
currently has over 440,000 subscribers paying
US$12.95 a month to play. The biggest of them all is
the South Korean game Lineage. It was launched in
1998 and within a year had a million subscribers. By
the time the English-language version appeared in
2001, Lineage had between two and three million
subscribers throughout Asia. New MMOGs on the
horizon include The World of Warcraft, The Sims
Online and Star Wars Galaxies — which attracted
over 90,000 subscribers while still in beta.

Motion Capture Opportunities
In Game Plan: The Next Level, the Government
undertook to study the feasibility of industry
establishing a motion-capture facility in Victoria.

Motion-capture facilities are integral to the
development of high-quality computer game titles
which require lifelike movement of physical figures in
the game environment.

A motion-capture facility enables human movement
to be digitised and assigned to 3D characters. This is
done in a studio environment using:

� optical cameras, infra-red cameras, magnetic
sensors or electro-mechanical armatures
attached to the performer’s body to capture
movement

� data processing technology to digitise it.

Motion-capture facilities can do much more than add
realism to computer games. They are also used in:

� general animation

� film and television

� medicine

� sport

� biomechanics

� virtual reality

� industrial ergonomics

� product imaging

� scientific visualisation.

The Government commissioned International
Production Services to conduct the feasibility study.

Under Game Plan: Game On, the Victorian
Government will explore with industry the
options detailed in the final report on the
feasibility study, Opportunities for Motion
Capture for the Victorian Computer Game
Industry.
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IR Gurus
AFL Live 2003



Docklands Film and TV Studio
The $111 million film and TV studio to be built at
Melbourne Docklands will be a major contributor to
the creative content industry in Victoria. The state-of-
the-art Docklands studio is expected to increase the
value of local production by $100 million annually —
or nearly 60 per cent on last financial year’s record
figure — creating an additional 1,000 film and
television industry jobs.

Games based on films are commonplace, and films
based on games are no longer rare (Final Fantasy,
Mortal Kombat, Resident Evil, Street Fighter, Sonic
the Hedgehog, Super Mario Brothers, Tomb Raider). 

The film and game versions of The Two Towers, the
latest instalment of the Lord of the Rings trilogy, were
developed concurrently, with New Line Cinema and
Electronic Arts cooperating closely to ensure that the
characters, storyline and art direction (look and feel)
of the two products are consistent.

The Victorian Government is investing $40 million in
the studio component. The studio space, totalling
7,061 square metres, will be divided into six sound
stages. Additional buildings will house the art
department, wardrobe, construction workshop,
production offices, lockup and storage.

The development will include a commercial cluster of
companies working in screen-related fields. They
may not necessarily be film companies — the
convergence of once disparate forms of
entertainment and cultural activity in the digital age
gives each of our creative industries the opportunity
to leverage off the others. The Docklands studio will
be an essential part of that process. It will be
operating in 2004.

Games and Films Converge
In the United States, interactive entertainment
companies are migrating from San Francisco (and
Silicon Valley) to Los Angeles (and Hollywood). This is
partly because more and more computer games tie
in with films and television programs. However, it is
also because the movie capital offers developers the
increasingly sophisticated infrastructure they need as
games become more ambitious — sound studios,
motion-capture facilities, animation labs, music
production facilities, talent agencies and so on. 

This trend is accelerating. The E3 trade fair
scheduled its first joint panel for game and film
producers in 2001, and devoted more sessions to
the Hollywood connection in 2002. 
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Torus Games
Minority Report



Jurassic Park Comes to Victoria
Blue Tongue Software struck a deal with Universal
Interactive to make computer games based on the
Jurassic Park movies in Victoria. The multi-million
dollar deal will see Blue Tongue expand its
Melbourne operations to handle the extra work.
Twenty-five new jobs will be created. Industry
observers said Universal Interactive’s decision to
produce the Jurassic Park games in Victoria was a
significant endorsement of the State’s capabilities.
Every line of code and every byte of creative content
will be produced in Victoria. The first Jurassic Park
game features the work of Blue Tongue’s own
designers and engineers along with Soundfirm
(sound design), Act 3 Animation and the Melbourne
Symphony. The games are being developed for
PlayStation 2, Xbox and PC. Blue Tongue is looking
forward to teaming up with Universal Interactive on
other projects in future.

Game Classification
Improving computer game industry infrastructure
also involves strengthening the legislative framework
within which developers and publishers operate. 

The industry has a particular interest in rules relating
to intellectual property and content classification.
Intellectual property protection is a Commonwealth
responsibility and content classification is covered
by intergovernmental agreements. The Victorian
Government is working closely with the
Commonwealth Government and other States in
both areas to get the best possible outcomes for
computer game developers.

The Victorian Government believes in consistent
classification of film, game and audio content.

Under Game Plan: Game On, Victoria will
continue to work with other jurisdictions to
establish a consistent classification system for all
media. We will also be working to ensure that we
offer local creators and international investors
the strongest possible intellectual property
protection and anti-piracy regimes.
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Blue Tongue Software
Jurassic Park: Operation Genesis



Australian Games Innovation
Centre
The computer game value chain consists of: 

� publishers (who originate and fund most projects)

� developers (who build them)

� pre- and post-production houses (which provide
additional creative services)

� distributors

� retailers.

Developers fall into two equally important categories
— established firms with the experience and
resources to produce today’s sophisticated games,
and start-ups with fresh ideas and new talent.

Having peak industry bodies in Victoria will further
entrench the industry here. The Victorian Government
has already helped the GDAA establish its permanent
headquarters in Victoria.

We want to build on this foundation. The more tightly
integrated and mutually supportive the value chain,
the greater the chance of getting new products to
market. 

Under Game Plan: Game On, the Victorian
Government will explore options for establishing
an Australian Games Innovation Centre in
Melbourne. The centre would be home to the
Cocoon Game Development Studio, the Game
Developers’ Association of Australia, the
Interactive Entertainment Association of Australia
and leading Victorian game companies.

There are obvious advantages in bringing all elements
of the value chain together on one site.

� The GDAA represents local computer game
developers.

� The Interactive Entertainment Association of
Australia represents leading international
publishers. Its presence at the proposed centre
would create a bridge between local developers
and the global market.

� Co-locating the Cocoon Game Development
Studio with the peak associations would give
start-ups access to the whole industry — to the
expertise of the associations themselves, as well
as to the skills and resources of their members. 

� Established game developers who set up in and
around the Australian Games Innovation Centre 
— attracted by the networking opportunities and
economies of scale it makes possible — would
enjoy the same advantages.
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Real Time Studios
Work in progress



� Face-to-face contact between developers and
publishers is especially important. With a state-of-
the-art game now taking as long as two years
and as much as US$5 million to produce,
developers depend heavily on publishers’
advances to finance production. Victoria has
been very successful at attracting international
publishers to establish distribution and support
operations here. The Australian Games Innovation
Centre — along with a strong Victorian presence
at trade fairs such as E3 and the new Victorian
Government Business Office in San Francisco —
would make the links between local developers
and global publishers even stronger.

� Visitors to the centre — including international
investors and industry decision-makers — would
get a vivid sense of the Victorian computer game
industry at work — of its scale, its capabilities and
its unity of purpose.

The Australian Games Innovation Centre would help
grow and strengthen both the Victorian and
Australian computer game industry.

2003 AFL Season Arrives Early
AFL Live 2003 unites two Victorian passions —
creating great computer games and playing
Australian Rules football. It also demonstrates the
powerful synergy that exists in Victoria between
international publishers, local developers and
independent content producers. The game was
created in Melbourne by US software giant Acclaim
Entertainment in conjunction with Victorian game
developer IR Gurus and animation house Act 3
Animation. The project generated 20 new jobs. AFL
Live 2003 is the latest product of Acclaim’s $4 million
investment in computer game development in
Victoria. It follows on the success of last year’s
Acclaim-IR Gurus-AFL collaboration, Kevin Sheedy’s
AFL Coach 2002. The new game is available on
Xbox, PlayStation 2 and PC.
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AFL Live 2003



You can’t have a strong game industry without
strong game companies. The Game Plan strategies
are not about bankrolling isolated hits; they are about
fostering the growth of innovative businesses with
the vision and resources to forge a sustainable,
profitable and expanding computer game industry in
Victoria.

Venture Capital
Raising venture capital has always been a challenge
for technology companies and small to medium
enterprises. 

The “tech wreck” has made things much harder —
potential investors are more risk-averse than ever.
Capital markets everywhere have been depressed for
some time, and market analysts say there are few
signs that things will improve in the immediate future.

It is now more difficult for independent developers to
find financial backing to create businesses that will
be viable in the long term.

Recognising this, the Victorian Government will
continue to build bridges between venture capital
organisations and computer game industry
representatives, as it has done since the launch of
Game Plan.

The 2002/03 State budget included $6.7 million over
four years to support new technology
commercialisation activities, including the Centre for
Innovation and Technology Commercialisation at 257
Collins Street and technology diffusion coordinators
in Victorian universities.

The Victorian Government also outlined a new
$30 million Building Innovative Businesses initiative in
its Innovation Statement, Victorians: Bright Ideas,
Brilliant Future, released in October 2002.

The Building Innovative Businesses Program will
encourage greater levels of investment in research and
development, facilitate access to finance and maximise
the benefits to Victorian industry, including the
computer game sector (www.vic.gov.au/innovation).

Publishers will also benefit from increasing direct
investment in the development sector. Developers
with deeper pockets will be able to assume more risk
(now disproportionately borne by publishers) and
spend more on talent and technology — which
means publishers will get better games, faster.

Market Intelligence
Market intelligence for the game sector — software
and hardware sales, platform-specific and genre-
specific data and market trends and forecasts — is
difficult and expensive to obtain. Victorian companies
need this information to maintain their competitive
edge and plan for future growth.

Under Game Plan: Game On, the Victorian
Government will seek to improve access to
international market intelligence for local game
companies.

Growing Local Businesses
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Australia.”
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Games — A Good Investment
The games sector has proven much more resilient
than other areas of the ICT industry. In the United
States, video game hardware, software and
accessory sales reached US$6.9 billion in 1999,
levelled off at US$6.6 billion in 2000, then soared to
US$9.4 billion in 2001. Shares in leading game
companies such as Electronic Arts are trading higher
today than they were at the height of the Internet
boom in March 2000.

Film Victoria’s Digital Media Fund
The greatest rewards offered by the innovation
economy go to those who create and exploit their
own intellectual property. That is why the Victorian
Government is determined to support the creation of
local computer game content.

One way we are doing this is through Film Victoria’s
Digital Media Fund (www.film.vic.gov.au). The fund
has been established to entrench Victoria as the
Australian centre for creating digital content for local
and international audiences. 

Under Game Plan: Game On, up to $375,000
from the Digital Media Fund will be allocated over
the next two years to a new program designed to
encourage the development of Victorian
computer game content.

The objective of this new program will be to help
independent Victorian game developers produce
marketable games in which they own a share of the
intellectual property. 

The program will make investments rather than
grants — applicants will be expected to match the
investment sought dollar for dollar, and the Film
Victoria contribution must be repaid when the game
is commercialised.

The aim is not simply to increase the number of
game titles produced, but to build stable businesses
and — ultimately — the critical mass of game
developers in Victoria.

Film Victoria will also be using its expertise to forge
links between game developers and the film and
television industry. 

As games become more ambitious, game
developers will increasingly rely on film and television
infrastructure to produce sophisticated effects — the
opportunities for collaboration and cross-fertilisation
are enormous.

Trade Fairs and Missions Program
An effective way to promote Victoria’s capabilities is
to give global decision-makers exposure to our
products. That means having the strongest possible
Victorian presence wherever industry leaders gather. 

The Victorian Government supports the efforts of
information and communication technology firms to
raise their profile on the world stage through the
highly successful Trade Fairs and Missions Program
(www.mmv.vic.gov.au/ tradefairs). The program
provides financial and/or logistical support to
companies attending key trade fairs, including the
world’s biggest computer game event, the Electronic
Entertainment Expo (E3) in Los Angeles; the Game
Developers Conference (GDC) in San Jose; Europe’s
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largest entertainment software trade show, ECTS,
held in London; and the Tokyo Game Show.

The Victorian Government has expanded the Trade
Fairs and Missions Program over the last two years.

The Government provided over $50,000 to help
eighteen Victorian companies attend E3 2001. Over
$80,000 was made available to support sixteen
Victorian companies taking part in E3 2002 from 21 to
24 May 2002.

In a first for the Trade Fairs and Missions Program,
five of these companies also took part in a two-day
extension visit to Montréal, the main centre for
animation and software development in Canada. The
aim was to establish contacts, network and —
ultimately — give Victorian games developers and
publishers another channel into the huge North
American market. 

The local computer game industry secured nearly
$10 million in export deals as a direct result of
attending E3 in 2000 and 2001. Victoria’s marketing
efforts at the 2002 expo produced equally impressive
results. Victoria was the only Australian jurisdiction to
have a presence at the expo, giving our companies
unique access to E3’s 60,000-plus visitors.

Under Game Plan: Game On, the Victorian
Government will build on the success of its Trade
Fairs and Missions Program by working with the
GDAA and the Commonwealth to create a
formidable national presence at events such as
E3 and GDC, enabling Victorian firms to leverage
off Australia’s strong brand identity and game
development activity in other States.

On Silicon Valley’s Doorstep
Having people on the ground overseas also makes it
easier for local companies to identify and hook up
with potential international partners.

The Victorian Government is spending $750,000 this
financial year to establish a new Victorian
Government Business Office in San Francisco. The
office, which opened in June 2002, will ensure
Victoria has a visible presence in America’s ICT and
entertainment corridor. Its charter is to help Victorian
firms operating on the technology frontier establish
trading and investment relationships with their peers
in the United States. The office includes transit desks
— each with its own phone and broadband
connections and access to printers, copiers and fax
machines — which Victorian firms can use free for
two weeks and on favourable terms for up to three
months.

It is very important that Victorian game developers
can have contact with publishers in their home
territories. The new San Francisco office makes this
possible. So do the Victorian Government Business
Offices in Tokyo and Europe (London and Frankfurt)
and our regular participation at E3. 
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Game Developers’ Association of
Australia

The Game Developers’ Association of Australia
(www.gdaa.asn.au) was formed in November 1999.
From the very beginning, the Victorian Government
has supported the association’s growth in this State
and recognised it as the peak representative body for
the local computer game industry. The Victorian
Government has spent $150,000 to help the
association establish its national headquarters in
Victoria.

Today, the partnership between the Victorian
Government and the Game Developers’ Association
of Australia is stronger than ever. The association is
responsible for delivering the Sony PlayStation 2
Development Kit Program and it is actively involved
in the Government’s wider ICT industry development
initiatives, including the Information and
Communications Technologies Advisory Group
which oversaw preparation of the Government’s ICT
industry plan, Growing Tomorrow’s Industries Today
(November 2001).

Victorian developers need money to make games,
and one of the GDAA’s highest priorities is attracting
investment in local content development from
Australia and overseas.

Under Game Plan: Game On, the Victorian
Government will work with the GDAA to
encourage and target investment for game
development in Victoria, particularly with a view
to creating new intellectual property.

Australian Game Developers’
Conference

The annual Australian Game Developers’ Conference
gives Victorian companies an unparalleled
opportunity to network with their interstate and
international peers on home soil (www.agdc.com.au). 

The conference gives Victorian game companies a
chance to showcase their skills, exchange creative
ideas and cultivate international relationships. It is
especially important to fledgling firms, which can
establish more contacts in a few days than they
might ever make in the normal course of business. 

The industry awards that have become a conference
highlight even include a best unsigned game
category pitched to start-ups and students.

The inaugural Australian Game Developers’
Conference was held in Sydney in 1999, but all
subsequent conferences have been held in Melbourne,
the centre of the Australian computer game industry
and the natural home for its premier industry event. 

The Victorian Government was instrumental in
securing the conference for Melbourne from 2000 to
2002. The Government is proud to be a major
sponsor of the conference (through Multimedia
Victoria) and will continue to give the event its full
support — both moral and practical.

The theme of the 2002 conference was Growth in
Global Gaming, with a strong emphasis on reaching
new audiences in an increasingly borderless
marketplace. Attendance was up from around 500 in
2001 to 650 in 2002.
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The conference sessions were organised into five
streams:

� art and development

� platform-specific development

� general design

� business development

� education. 

Other features of the event included:

� a trade expo

� the 2002 Australian Game Developers Awards 

� LANFest, in which over 350 gamers
demonstrated why multiplayer network games
are the shape of things to come by bringing their
PCs to the Melbourne Convention Centre,
connecting to the network, and fighting it out for
up to 24 hours non-stop.

Under Game Plan: Game On, the Victorian
Government’s sponsorship of the AGDC will
continue and Melbourne will host the conference
from 2003 to 2005.

A Star is Born
A wannabe pop star has received the recognition
she deserves in the 2002 Australian Game
Developers Awards. Melodie Mars — designed and
developed in Victoria by Christopher Coe of
MediaNet Productions and Wicked Witch Software
— was judged the year’s best unsigned game.
Players become part of Melodie’s bid for the big time
by helping her compose music and DJ at her club.
The game was produced with assistance from Film
Victoria’s Digital Media Fund.

Victorians excelled in the awards, which were
announced at the Australian Game Developers’
Conference in Melbourne during December. 

The award for best game of 2002 went to Grand Prix
Challenge by Victorian company Infogrames
Melbourne House. Grand Prix Challenge was also
named the best game for next-generation console
and picked up awards for best audio, programming
excellence and outstanding visual arts. The best
game for Game Boy Advance was Duke Nukem
Advance by Victoria’s Torus Games.

In all, nine of the 15 awards went to Victorians, with
Infogrames CEO and GDAA president Adam
Lancman picking up the career achievement award.

MediaNet
Melodie Mars
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Attracting Investment
Multinational game development companies are
voting for Victoria with their feet. France’s Infogrames
has established its Asian headquarters in Melbourne,
creating 110 jobs. Infogrames’ Victorian operation is
designing and, for the first time, publishing games for
the Asian market. 

Similarly, Los Angeles-based THQ has chosen
Melbourne as the launch-pad for its latest push into
Asia, the Pacific and Latin America. It is investing
$10 million and will employ 45 people. 

Meanwhile, US software giant Acclaim Entertainment
has expanded its investment in Victoria to develop
games for the domestic market. 

Infogrames, THQ and Acclaim are the second, eighth
and fifteenth biggest independent publishers
respectively. Others, including Electronic Arts (the
world’s number-one independent publisher) and
Nintendo (the world’s number-two console maker),
have distribution, sales and marketing operations
here.

Leading international game developers and
publishers choose Victoria because it offers a unique
combination of high skills and low costs. The State is
also Australia’s retail and distribution hub.

It also offers a stable operating environment
supported by mature institutions, an advanced
industrial economy and a tech-savvy population. 

Victoria’s English-language and multilingual skills are
another plus. English-speaking countries account for
only half the computer game market — five of the
world’s top 15 independent game publishers in 2000
were French and five were Japanese.
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Sophisticated skills in everything from scriptwriting to
computer programming are paramount to computer
game creators.

The Victorian Government has spent the past three
years working with industry and education providers
to get more young people interested in ICT skills and
careers.

The computer game industry has been a key
beneficiary of these efforts.

Training for a Better Future
With the knowledge gained in the Reality Bytes study
of February 2001 — the most comprehensive study
of young people’s attitudes to technology skills and
careers ever undertaken in Australia — we are
actively challenging misconceptions about ICT
careers (www.mmv.vic.gov.au/bytes).

Under the New Realities banner, $1 million was spent
on a communications campaign highlighting to
15–17-year-olds the benefits of technology and how
it makes for more interesting and rewarding careers.
More than 23,000 students in 194 secondary
schools have received this message over the past
two years (www.mmv.vic.gov.au/newrealities).

Skills x Knowledge = Growth
The New Realities program sprang from the Victorian
Government’s Skills x Knowledge = Growth
statement (www.mmv.vic.gov.au/careers) focusing
on changing perceptions of ICT skills, encouraging
entrepreneurship, fostering innovation, building an e-
learning environment and developing ICT skills
across the entire community.

Another highly successful initiative derived from the
statement was the ICT Achievers program, in which
computer game-focused curriculum was developed
for Years 9 and 10 students.

The new curriculum areas included animation,
robotics, software development, digital computer
editing and computer graphics. The program
provided students with innovation and enterprise
training in real world business settings, as well as
professional development for participating teachers.

Another Skills x Knowledge = Growth initiative, the
ICT Excellence Fellowship program, gives high-
achieving Year 11 students up to 15 days’ work
experience with game and other ICT companies.

These Skills x Knowledge = Growth activities will
continue in 2003 (www.mmv.vic.gov.au/skills). 

New initiatives will be investigated, including game-
related professional development programs and
industry placements for teachers and trainers in the
vocational and higher education sectors. The aim is
to ensure students get the best training possible by
helping educators keep abreast of the latest
technological developments and business trends.

Under Game Plan: Game On, the Victorian
Government will explore options for creating
professional development and industry
placement opportunities for teachers and trainers
involved in computer game development
courses.

Developing Skills
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Game-related Courses
At the tertiary level, the Victorian Government has
worked with the Australian Business Development
Centre to develop cutting-edge tertiary-level 3D
animation training.

A pilot Advanced Diploma of Multimedia was taught
at the centre in 2002. The pilot course combined
game-specific training with a minimum two-month
work placement. The 15 students taking part judged
it an outstanding success, and the course won
strong support from the industry — half the
graduates have already found jobs with Victorian 3D
animation companies.

The new diploma complements the many other
courses — at Monash University, RMIT University,
Swinburne University of Technology, Holmesglen
TAFE and other institutions — focusing on game-
related skills and technologies.

The latest addition to these courses is the Bachelor
of Computer Science (Games Technology) at La
Trobe University (www.latrobe.edu.au/cs/), which
offers a complete grounding in game programming
to complement the design orientation of existing
course offerings.

Skills Cross-Over
Game technologies are finding applications wherever
immersive, virtual and augmented reality experiences
are required. The skills and technologies once
identified exclusively with the game industry are now
part of the ICT mainstream. For example:

� architects are using the Quake II engine to create
virtual walkthroughs for buildings that are still on
the drawing board

� defence forces are using simulation and strategy
games to train their troops for genuine combat
situations.

Technologies developed for computer gaming, such
as virtual reality and artificial intelligence, inform and
in many cases help to define the research agendas
of university and industry computer labs everywhere.
For example:

� Swinburne University of Technology’s GENIUS
project (caia.swin.edu.au/genius) is investigating
how online games affect Internet service
providers — its findings will have a bearing on
how all traffic is managed on IP networks.

� RMIT University researchers are exploring how
game technologies and game-play strategies can
be used to visualise geospatial information and
make it more accessible.

� RMIT’s postgraduate programs in simulation
technology are of obvious interest to game
developers (www.cse.rmit.edu.au/MEngSim/
simul1.htm), but other branches of industry are
increasingly reliant on simulation technology for
modelling, training and testing.

As game technologies permeate all areas of ICT,
familiarity with these technologies will become part of
every computing and ICT graduate’s stock in trade.

With Victoria producing more computing and IT
graduates that any other Australian state, that will
dramatically expand the pool of skills available to
game developers.
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Australian Centre for the Moving
Image
The public profile of game developers and publishers
will be raised by the new Australian Centre for the
Moving Image (ACMI) at Federation Square
(www.acmi.net.au).

The centre has been established to preserve, exhibit
and promote local and international screen content. 

The first facility of its kind in the world, ACMI is
dedicated to the moving image in all its forms, from
silent movies to the latest digital media. The centre
has the spaces and technology to show everything
from early 20th century film to complex multimedia
installations.

It will place special emphasis on game content —
celebrating the computer game industry’s
achievements and highlighting the cultural
significance of the medium. 

ACMI will house the world’s largest dedicated screen
gallery, covering 1,500 square metres, two THX-
equipped multi-format cinemas, and hands-on
education and production zones. ACMI will support
the local game industry to:

� launch new games and preview works in
progress

� run playable game demonstrations

� conduct game-related talks and forums

� showcase interactive and immersive technologies

� exhibit student work

� host industry events

� stage open days and forums for students
considering a future in the industry

� and explore the relationship between games and
film — all of which will raise the public profile of
game developers and publishers.

Under Game Plan: Game On, the Victorian
Government will work with the Australian Centre
for the Moving Image to promote computer game
skills and showcase innovation in interactive
entertainment.

Computer Games at the State
Library of Victoria
Two new initiatives at the State Library of Victoria
(www.slv.vic.gov.au) will increase community
awareness of the computer game industry and
strengthen its ties with the education sector.

Experimedia

Experimedia at the State Library of Victoria will be a
free, interactive technology space designed to let the
Victorian community explore, learn and apply new
technologies.

Under Game Plan: Game On, the Victorian
Government will work with the State Library of
Victoria to create a dedicated computer game
area within Experimedia.

This computer game area will be used to promote,
display, test and market Victorian game products.

The game area will include facilities for multimedia
designers, animators and game producers and allow
them to interact with the library’s 1.1 million physical
visitors and 1.2 million online visitors annually.

By giving visitors a vivid sense of how computer
games are made, and by hosting discussions with
developers, publishers, investors and creative
content producers, Experimedia will stimulate public
interest in the computer game industry, the career
opportunities it offers, and game-related education
and training.
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Sharing Digital Content

The State Library of Victoria has a growing digital
content collection. This is a valuable resource
computer game developers could draw on to create
both education and entertainment titles.

Under Game Plan: Game On, the State Library of
Victoria will work with the industry to make
developers aware of the content available and
devise appropriate licensing models. 

At the same time, Victoria’s game industry itself
should be properly represented among the library’s
digital holdings.

Under Game Plan: Game On, the Victorian
Government will work with the State Library of
Victoria and industry to establish a Victorian
computer games collection. 

As far as practical, the collection will include every
computer game wholly or partly created in Victoria,
along with associated material.

It will be the first authoritative collection dedicated to
Victorian computer games, providing students,
practitioners and all Victorians the opportunity to
explore this vital part of our cultural and economic life.
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To Find Out More

Game Plan
November 2000

Game Plan: The Next Level
November 2001

Game Plan: Game On
February 2003

For more information on the computer games sector
in Victoria, Australia, please contact:

Mr Mark Bishop
Manager, ICT Industry Development
Multimedia Victoria
Department of Infrastructure

T +61 3 9651 9479

E mark.bishop@mmv.vic.gov.au

W www.mmv.vic.gov.au/gameplan
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